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1.

Program
Fri 15.06.2018
Regulations will be published; entries opened and restriction for reconnaissance starts
Sat 28.07.2018
at 21:00
Thu 02.08.2018

Entries will be closed
Publication of the entry list and Rally Guide will be published in KITIkisapalvelu https://akk.autourheilu.fi/Login.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2fdefault.aspx

Wed 08.08.2018
at 7:30 at 8:00
at 17:00
at 18:30
Thu 09.08.2018
at 06:30
at 07:00
at 15:00
at 17:00
at 20:00
Fri 10.08.2018
at 7:30
at 7:30
at 10:15
at 10:30
at 11:00
at 20:00
at 21:00
at 23:00
at 23:15
Sat 11.08.2018
at 7:00
at 8:00
at 10:00

at 10:00
at 10:30

at 18:30
at 20:00

Rally HQ opens; Rally HQ, Lahti hall, Salpausselänkatu 7, 15110 LAHTI Paper
checks; competitor documents and material (only classes with reconnaissance; 1-12)
Reconnaissance starts (only classes with reconnaissance;1-12)
Reconnaissance ends
Rally HQ closes
Rally HQ opens
Reconnaissance continues (only classes with reconnaissance;1-12)
Reconnaissance ends
Scrutineering starts (classes 1-12);
Autosalpa Oy, Vanhanradankatu 2, 15520 Lahti. Please look the Rally Guide.
Rally HQ closes
Rally HQ opens; Rally HQ, Lahti hall, Salpausselänkatu 7, 15110 LAHTI
Paper checks; competitor documents and material (only classes without reconnaissance; 13-15)
Media Centre opens
Scrutineering, classes 13-15; 30 minutes before competitors´ own start time in Start location,
in Lahti harbor. More precise timing will be informed in Rally Guide, which in this purpose is part of
official rally regulations.
Publication of the entry list (classes 1-15) – will be updated in every 30 minutes
Rally Start, Part 1; Lahti harbor. The first LAMMI rally competitor (classes 1-12) will start
after the EM Lahti Historic Rally competitors. Please look the Rally Guide.
Media Centre closes
Finish, Part 1; the first Lahti Historic Rally competitor in Parc Fermé.
Start list for Part 2 will be published on Official Noticeboard of the Rally and in www.ajaksi.fi
Rally HQ closes
Rally HQ opens; Lahti hall, Salpausselänkatu 7, 15110 Lahti. Paper checks and
competitor material will be shared (classes 16 – 31)
Media Centre opens
Scrutineering, classes 16-31; 30 minutes before competitors´ own start time in Start
location, in Lahti harbor. More precise timing will be informed in Rally Guide, which in this
purpose is part of official rally regulations.
Start, Part 2, luokat 1- 15; start from Parc Fermé in Hansapark parking hall
The first competitor starts after EM Lahti Historic Rally competitors.
Start; classes 16-31; start from Lahti harbor.
The first competitor starts after classes 1-15.
More precise timing will be informed in Rally Guide, which in this purpose is part of official rally
regulations.
Rally Finish in Lahti harbor
Prize giving ceremony on Finish in Lahti harbor.
Rally HQ and Media Centre closes.
Publication of rally results; timing will be published in Rally Guide.

2.

OFFICIAL NOTICEBOARD
Rally HQ, Lahti hall, Salpausselänkatu 7, 15110 LAHTI
RALLY HQ
Location
Address
Telephone
Email
Contact person
Open

3.

Rally HQ, Lahti hall
Salpausselänkatu 7, 15110 LAHTI
+358 400 431 413
anne.ristola@pp.inet.fi
Anne Ristola
We 08.08.2018 07:30 – 18:30
Thu 09.08.2018 06:30 – 20:00
Fri 10.08.2018 07:30 – 23:15
Sat 11.08.2018 07:00 – 20:00

MEDIA CENTRE
Location
Rally HQ, Lahti hall
Address
Salpausselänkatu 7, 15110 LAHTI
Telephone
+358 40 547 7160
Email
sivuluisumeister@gmail.com
Contact person Jani Seppälä
Fri 10.08.2018 07:30 – 20:00
Open
Sat 11.08.2018 08:00 – 20:00

ORGANIZER
LAMMI RALLIN (NEAFP) driven on 10.-11.08.2018 organizer is Lahti Historic Rally ry.
This rally will be held under the National Sporting regulations of AKK-Motorsport, and these supplementary regulations.
Modifications, amendments and/or changes to the supplementary regulations will be announced only by numbered and
dated bulletins issued by the organizer or the Stewards. In case of any dispute, the Finnish text of the supplementary
regulations will be binding.
ASN Visa number 22/R/2018.
Stewards
Chairman
Stewards

4.

Stewards´ secretary
Other Officials
ASN Safety Observer

Name
Asko Kettunen
Markus Tankka
Anneli Kauppi
Arja Kaukinen
Name
Arto Heino

Address
Iisalmi
Kouvola
Heinola
Kouvola

Organizing Committee
Clerk of the Course
Route Manager
Safety Manager
Secretary
Safety
Route
Media
Scrutineering Managers
Competitors Relation Officer

Name
Juha Koskela
Anssi Laurell
Kari Kukkamäki
Anne Ristola
Pertti Lehtinen
Jukka Nurminen
Jani Seppälä
Kari Vihmalaakso
Jouko Väänänen

Tel.
+ 358 400 487 725
+Emal
358 44 342 2587
+ 358 50 517 0010
+ 358 400 431 413
+ 358 400 811 666
+ 358 400 352 009
+ 358 44 330 8710
+ 358 500 822 423
+ 358 50 303 2666

Riihimäki
Email
juha.koskela1@outlook.com
anssi.laurell@gmail.com
kari.kukkamaki@gmail.com
anne.ristola@pp.inet.fi
vuoper@hotmail.com
jukka.nurminen2@gmail.com
sivuluisumeister@gmail.com
kari.vihmalaakso@pp.inet.fi
Josevaan60@gmail.com

DESCRIPTION
Route for classes 1-15, which compete on Fri-Sat 10.-11.08.2018, route total lenght approx. 630 kms;
including 12 Special Stages, which total lenght is approx 161 kms.
Route for classes 16-31, which compete on Sat 11.08.2018, route total lenght approx. 296 kms; including
6 Special Stages, which total lenght is approx 85 kms.
If a competitor is found on roads used as special stages in rally and marked in yellow, grey or black on
the road map of Finland; in Asikkala, Hausjärvi, Hämeenlinna, Hollola, Padasjoki or Pälkäne before the
competitor's start time (excluding reconnaissance, classes 1-15), his start will be refused (also see art 10.
Reconnaissance)

5.

CLASSES

CLASSES WITH RECONNAISSANCE; FRI-SAT 10.–11.08.2018
General and Juniors
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4
Class 5
Class 6
Class 7
Class 8
Class 9
Class 10
Class 11

FIA R5, Super 2000 Rally, FIN R 4WD (incl. A, Super 2000 (with old homologation) ja WRC 02 classified cars),
WRC cars till 2017, RRC cars based on FIA year 2016 homologation)
FIA N (2016 and older cars based on international homologation), FIA R4 and FIN N 4WD (incl. group N and R4
classified cars with national Finnish homologation and with older homologation)
FIN R 4WD (incl. older international homologation in group A, Super 2000 an WRC), FIN N 4WD (group N and R4
cars with national Finnish homologation)
FIA R1 /B or V1600, max. 1600 cm3; 2WD
A, FIN R and FIA R1/A, max. 1400 cm3; 2WD
A, N, S1600, FIN R (2WD), FIA R2, max. 1600 cm3; 2WD
A, N, FIN R (2WD), FIA R2 and R3 (incl. R3D, R3T), over 1600 cm3; 2WD
R-Lite
Women; group and engine cubic capacity free
Seniors 2 WD; Driver over 50 years old. Co-driver can be younger, but allowed to drive a car on Special Stage;
engine cubic capacity free
Group F, max. 1600 cm3
Group F, over 1600 cm3

Young drivers (above 15 years old)
Class 12
Young drivers ;group V1600 cars
CLASSES WITHOUT RECONNAISSANCE; FRI-SAT 10.-11.08.2018
General and Juniors
Class 13
Historic, age category E, F and G1; group T, GT and 1-4; engine cubic capacity free
Class 14
Historic, age category G2 – J2; group 1-4, N, A and B, max. 1600 cm3
Class 15
Historic, age category G2 - J2; group 1-4, N, A and B, over 1600 cm3

CLASSES WITHOUT RECONNAISSANCE; SAT 11.08.2018
Young drivers (above 15 years)
Class 16
Young drivers; group V1600
General and Juniors
Class 17
FIN R 4WD (incl. older international homologation in group A, Super 2000 an WRC), FIN N 4WD (group N and
R4 cars with national Finnish homologation); engine cubic capacity free
Class 18
Women; group and engine cubic capacity free
Class 19
FIA R1 /B or V1600, max. 1600 cm3; 2WD
A, FIN R and FIA R1/A, max. 1400 cm3; 2WD
Class 20
A, N, S1600, FIN R (2WD), FIA R2, max. 1600 cm3; 2WD
Class 21
A, N, FIN R (2WD), FIA R2 and R3 (incl. R3D, R3T), over 1600 cm3; 2WD
Class 22
Seniors 2 WD; Driver over 50 years old. Co-driver can be younger, but allowed to drive a car on Special Stage;
engine cubic capacity free
General
Class 23
Class 24

Group F, max. 1600 cm3
Group F, over 1600 cm3

Juniors
Class 25
Class 26

Group F; max. 1600 cm3
Group F, over 1600 cm3

General and Juniors
Class 27
Historic, age category E, F and G1, group T, GT, 1 – 4; engine cubic capacity free
Class 28
Historic, age category G2 - J2, group 1 - 4, N, A and B, max. 1300 cm3
Class 29
Historic, age category G2 - J2, group 1 - 4, N, A and B, max. 1600 cm3
Class 30
Historic, age category G2 - J2, group 1 - 4, N, A and B, max. 2000 cm3
Class 31
Historic, age category G2 - J2, group 1 - 4, N, A and B, over 2000 cm3

6.

ENTRY PROCEDURE
Any foreign (outside Finland) licence holder wishing to take part in LAMMI ralli must contact rally secretary to ask for
instructions to place an entry.
Rally secretary Anne Ristola
anne.ristola@pp.inet.fi
Tel. +358 400 431 413
Max. amount of competitors to be allowed to participate the rally event:
Friday 10.08.2018; 170 competitors (not including classes 16-31)
Saturday 11.08.2018; 170 competitors (including classes 1-31)
Classes can be merged, if there a less than 5 competitors in a class.
Probable exclusion will be made in the following order:
classes 16-31 (Sat 11.08.2018); entries placed in entry order
classes 1-15 (Fri-Sat 10.-11.08.2018) entries placed in entry order
Competitor information availability by the organizer
When competitor placing his/her entry to the rally, he/she approves that organizer has the right to use this personal
information (name, nationality etc.) in entry list, result list, rally communication etc.

7.

ENTRY FEES

Fri-Sat 10.-11.08.2018
Classes 1-12
Classes 13-15
Classes 16-31

690 €
590 €

Sat 11.08.2018

295 €

If the car has not participated any rally events since 2014,
Classes 13-15
Classes 27-31

490 €
250 €

Entry and entry fee has to be paid to the bank account of the Organizer latest Saturday 28.07.2018 at 21:00.
Entry can be closed before the due time, if the maximum amount of entries are placed.
Entry fee payment to bank account of Lahti Historic Rally ry:
IBAN FI 48 5612 1120 5384 98
Please use reference number as:
8.

Driver´s competitor license number

SERVICING
There are centralized service area, described in Roadbook. On top of that, servicing is allowed in certain sections in
liaisons, marked in Roadbook. There is a purpose to use so called Flex Service, without specific regrouping areas.
In service cars there has to be used a separate fire extinguisher, and a cover to prevent oil leakages on the ground.
In rally cars there has to be used also a cover to prevent oil leakages on the ground.
In service areas there is a speed limit of 20 km/h. All violations will be reported to stewards.
Penalty fees of violations:
1st violation
200 €
2nd violation
400 €
3rd violation
exclusion of the rally based on Clerk of the Course decision
In service areas there are trash can to be used or alternatively there has to be collected own trash to be taken away.
This direction is valid also when servicing on rally route.

9.

REFUELING
Refueling during the rally is allowed only on petrol stations´ fuel tanks marked in Roadbook.
Elsewhere refueling is not allowed.
For competitors, which use special gasoline, the refueling areas will be published in Rally Guide. When placing his/her
entry, Clerk of the Course has to be contacted, if E85, 2 stroke, FIA gasoline or any other special gasoline is used. Please
contact Clerk of the Course, tel. +358 400 487 725.
There is Parc Fermé for classes 1-15 after Part 1 in parking hall of Hansatalo, in Lahti.
NOTE! Rally car fuel tank has to be as empty as possible, when arriving Parc Fermé.
On the liaison form Parc Fermé to Special Stage, there are petrol stations, marked in RoadBook, where refueling is
allowed. Refueling time has been included to the driving time.

10.

RECONNAISSANCE
On Wednesday 08.08.2018 0 7:30 and Thursday 09.08.2018 6:30 onwards competitors (classes 1-12 with reconnaissance)
can get reconnaissance material from Rally HQ. When signing the material received, competitors have to give information to
organizer of reconnaissance car, phone contact numbers, place of accommodation, service contact person information, copy
of car insurance and copy of the rally car homologation documents and also other documents of the rally car. Driver and codriver personal information and competitor license information is checked. Both drivers have to be in place personally.
The organizer requires that competitors set stickers given (with rally competitor numbers on) on the top of windscreen
and it has to be visible during the reconnaissance period.
In reconnaissance there is a speed limit of 80 km/h, if there are no separate traffic signs set. There may be a speed limit set
on lower level with general traffic signs or signs set by the organizer. The way of driving has to be caucious, not to threaten
other traffic or living. Organizer prohibits to to drive to opposite direction in Special Stages during reconnaissance. There is
speed control arranged during the reconnaissance period. Also police department controls speeds on rally route, and sets
penalties of violations, based on Finnish traffic law.
(AKK Motorsport ((ASN) regulations; page 77, chapter 20 ”Ennakkotutustuminen” = Reconnaissance)
Competitor will be punished of violation during reconnaissance period as follows:
1st violation
written notification and 90 € penalty fee; if violation is over 30km/h can competitor be excluded of the
rally based on Clerk of the Course decision
1st violation
competitor will be excluded of the rally based on Clerk of the Course decision
All speeding violations will be reported to competitor immediately. Speeding violation penalty fee has to be paid in
Rally HQ before the rally start. Penalty fee neglection causes exclusion of the rally.
Stop request by the organizer representatives has be followed.
Reconnaissance period: Wednesday 08.08.2018 08:00-17:00 and Thursday 09.08.2018 07:00-15:00.
Reconnaissance is allowed with following limitations:
Free amount of passes in reconnaissance. Reconnaissance time has to be followed.

11.

COMPETITOR NUMBERS AND ADVERTISING
Competitor number adverts: Will be published in Rally Guide which is in this part of rally regulations.
Competitor number size: 50 cm x 50 cm.

12.

START OF THE RALLY
Competitors´ due start times will be published on Official Noticeboard of the Rally.
Time Cards will be given at Start (TC0).
The rally will be driven following international regulations on route signs, itinerary and timecard.
The due time given in the timecard is added to the actual start time of the special stage, which gives the due
arrival time to the following time control. The due time includes the special stage time and the following road section.
If you arrive to any other time control than the start of stage, the arrival time will also be the time of departure from
the time control, unless a different time is given by the time control officials.

Rally Start:
Part 1; Classes 1-15 (Friday 10.08.2018) after the last EM Lahti Historic Rally competitor; start interval 1 minute
Start time will be published in Rally Guide, which is in this part of rally regulations.
Part 2; (Saturday 11.08.2018) classes 1-15, will move from Parc Fermé to service, then forward to Lahti harbor
(start after after the last competitor of EM Lahti Historic Rally). Start time will be published in Rally Guide, which is in
this part of rally regulations.
Start of classes 16-31(Saturday 11.08.2018) will take place in Lahti harbor. Start time will be published in Rally Guide,
which is in this part of rally regulations.
On liaison sections, not following the official rally route (based on Roadbook), will cause exclusion of the rally.
Super Rally - restart of a competitor (not applicable on Saturday 11.08.2018)
A competitor which has retired during Part 1 or does not arrive to the last TC in time, restart can be granted to Part 2.
Completion time of Special Stage undriven will be given the fastest time in the class + 3 minutes. In the last liaison
section, the competitor retiring, there will be time penalty of 5 minutes.
A competitor may participate the next part of the rally, if the competitor does not place a retirement announcement to
Clerk of the Course, before the publication of results of Part 1. To be able to participate the next part,
a competitor has to register in Parc Fermé 30 minutes before the start of Part 2.
Stewards of Clerk of the Course may give an order for re-scrutineering for the car. The position for the restart is
decided by Clerk of the Course.
13.

COMPETITOR MATERIALS
Each crew receives a Roadbook and two (2) route maps.
Classes 1-12 receive the material during paper checks in Rally HQ on Wednesday 08.08.2018 at 07:00 onwards
or on Thursday 09.08.2018 at 06:30 onwards.
Classes 13-15 receive the material during paper checks in Rally HQ on Friday 10.08.2018 at 7:30 onwards.
Classes 16-31, receive the material during paper checks in Rally HQ on Saturday 11.08.2018 at 7:00 onwards.

14.

SERVICE
The rally has centralized service areas (together with liaison sections where service is allowed). All these areas
and sections are marked in Roadbook.

15.

SCRUTINEERING; classes 1-12
Scrutineering takes place in Autosalpa Oy, Vanhanradankatu 2, 15520 Lahti.
Scrutineering manager Kari Vihmalaakso, tel. +358 500 822 423.
Time for scrutineering; classes 1-12 on Thursday 09.08.2018 starting at 17:00. Actual time will be published in Rally
Guide, which is in this part of rally regulations. Scrutineering ends 30 minutes after the check of the last competitor.
SCRUTINEERING; classes 13-15
30 minutes before own start due time in start queue on Friday 10.08.2018 in Lahti harbor. Actual time will be published in Rally
Guide, which is in this part of rally regulations. NOTE! There is no time to make any fixes before start.
SCRUTINEERING; classes 16-31
30 minutes before own start due time in start queue on Saturday 11.08.2018 in Lahti harbor. Actual time will be published in
Rally Guide, which is in this part of rally regulations. NOTE! There is no time to make any fixes before start.

16.

RESULTS
Provisional results will be published by class based on Rally Guide on Official Rally Noticeboard. The final results will be
published in KITI-kisapalvelu website or www.ajaksi.fi
Possible objections against the other competitor car has to be placed before the competitor’s arrival to finish.
Phone number in Roadbook

17.

PRIZES AND PRIZE-GIVING CEREMONY
The amount of rewarded competitors announced on Official Rally Noticeboard.
Prizes will be awarded to both drivers after finish in Lahti harbor, based on provisional results.
NOTE! if there will be changes in official rally results, the awarded competitor is obliged to return the prizes to the organizer.
Time for prize-giving ceremony will be published in Rally Guide. All competitors to be awarded have to participate the prizegiving ceremony. Only in case of Force Majeure, Clerk of the Course may give an exception.

WELCOME TO LAHTI, FINLAND, IN AUGUST!

